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To whom it may concern,
Enclosed is the final report from Team 3672 as developed for the University of Arizona’s Senior
Capstone Design course. As a contributing member of this group, I took on many tasks and
responsibilities pertaining to my role as the Mechanical Engineer. In addition, I performed a number of
tasks outside my realm of comfort in order to see our project to completion. Of course, I would not be
able to write you this letter without the help and expertise of my fellow team members, whose
contributions I will describe below. I will then elaborate on my duties within the group in hopes that it is
seen worthy of graduating with Honors in Mechanical Engineering.
Hiram “Eric” Lopez was one of our Electrical Engineers on the project. Along with his constant upbeat
attitude, he was able to help with the layout of the electrical circuitry and other electrical components.
He was able to present this information at our final poster presentation.
Phillip Toussaint was the Computer Engineer for our group. As our official team captain, he also
maintained responsibility by organizing team meetings and handling some of the paperwork that others
tried to avoid. His programming aspect of our project was pivotal in the demonstration of our final
prototype, as it was able to perform in front of a live audience.
Kodjo Salokoffi was our other Electrical Engineer. In addition to helping Mr. Lopez with the design of our
electrical system, he was skilled in its construction. Kodjo also introduced a number of concepts to the
group, many of which were seriously considered or implemented, from our initial prototype to external
housing for our end product.
Tyler Steele was our Optical Engineer. While he was able to provide a great deal of technical analysis at
the beginning of the course, our second prototype did not leave much opportunity for him in his
discipline. However, he was able to help with different aspects in as many ways as possible. From
technical drawings and computer models of the mechanical assembly, to taking charge of the design of
our final poster, Tyler was able to steer this team in the right direction at times when it looked like
nothing was going right. We even nominated him for the “Fish Out of Water” award as he felt him
worthy of it and we wanted to recognize his efforts.
While I am most appreciative of the efforts put forth by my fellow teammates, I would also like to think
that my contributions to the project enabled us to finish our final prototype. During the first half of the
year, as we approached our first design, I took charge with respect to deliverables to our course
instructors. I focused on creating and organizing slides for our many in-class presentations, all the while
receiving input from my fellow teammates as we all had to partake in the presentation. I put myself in
charge of maintaining a physical notebook showing our progress from concept to design and later to
prototype. This notebook was checked on a regular basis by our Engineering mentor to monitor our
progression over the past year. I also became the key member in the construction and development of
our midterm report, asking and answering questions, doing proper research, and organizing the layout
so that everyone had a part they could work on.
Over the second half of our project, my role as Mechanical Engineer became much more prominent. Our
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original design, which we had planned to make, consisted primarily of off-the-shelf components that we
would be able to assemble to meet our customer’s goals. This left little responsibility to me as a
Mechanical Engineer as there was little to do apart from creating models using software. However, in
coordinating with another team that was working on a different aspect of the University of Arizona Solar
Car, and based on their concerns and limitations, we had to recalibrate our goals. This included reducing
the height of our overall system to a new target value which our design was unable to adhere to. We
essentially had to accelerate the design process in half the time while other groups had already begun
building. However, we were not dismayed, and took it upon ourselves to ensure that we could have a
working prototype by our deadline.
In the design and development of the second prototype, it became clear that my role as a Mechanical
Engineer would come into play in terms of fabrication. In order to meet the stricter size requirements,
the pieces our team had designed needed to be custom-built. I was able to go into the machine shop at
the Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering building and make the pieces by hand. I was responsible for
determining the size and quality of the components so that they could fit together in a stable assembly. I
used multiple pieces of equipment in the shop to grind, lathe, mill, drill, and cut out lightweight
aluminum into the specified dimensions. I used both hand-operated machinery as well as the
programmable CNC machine for more precise detailing. I sought outside resources when necessary,
including the purchase and acquisition of aluminum for the pieces as well as assistance with welding
separate parts into its full assembly. As our assembly neared completion, I was forefront in organizing
the tasks of other teammates to add minor finishing touches to the assembly. A more detailed
description of our final prototype and its performance can be read in the following report.
I want to thank you for taking the time to read this and for considering my work worthy of the
distinction of graduating with Honors. I hope that my efforts represent the ideals of the Honors College,
including the ability to work with a diverse team of individuals on this project which can benefit both the
environment and mankind alike. I did not know any of my teammates before working on the University
of Arizona Solar Car, but I hope to maintain close contact with these people as we venture off into our
careers. This experience has been very fulfilling, and I am thankful to have had the opportunity to work
on this project. My personal scope both in and outside of Engineering has widened, and I hope to utilize
this newfound knowledge to whatever challenges lay ahead.

Thank you,

Mitchell James Wilson
Honors candidate
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Frontispiece
Sponsored by the University of Arizona Solar Car Club, which has competed in a number of competitions
since 1999, utilizing solar technology to power vehicles. In the 2008 North American Solar Car Challenge,
the team placed 10th out of all competitors. The club feels that advancements in solar energy, such as
increasing efficiency, will make this alternative energy source more viable in the future.
Abstract
This year, the University of Arizona Solar Car Club competed in the 2009 Shell Eco-Marathon. This
competition offered a number of different requirements and constraints which the current solar car,
Monsoon 2.0, did not comply with. In addition, the solar car club wished to compete in the Urban
Concept division, which added additional requirements. Therefore, a complete redesign of the solar car
was required. The development of the vehicle consisted of three main parts- chassis, power system, and
solar array. Team 3672 assisted in the redesign of The University of Arizona's Solar Car with the goal of
creating an optimum photovoltaic solar cell array for better performance aimed at maximum efficiency.
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Introduction

The new University of Arizona solar powered vehicle needed a new layout of panels compared to
the previous versions. In order to give as much energy as possible to the vehicle, the array needed to
first collect as much light as possible. This is best achieved when the panels are facing directly towards
the sun. After obtaining electricity through the electrochemical reactions in the panels, this source of
energy must be delivered to the power system for future management. The target goal is to achieve
66% of the peak efficiency of the panels being used. This means for panels that work at 30% efficiency,
given that sunlight naturally radiates onto the earth at about 1000 W/m2, the panels should deliver
about 200 W/m2. As we had less surface area with this vehicle than previous ones, per the Shell EcoMarathon rules, it was important to devise a method to extract as much energy as possible.
The end goal was to supply sufficient energy to the vehicle via solar panels to propel the vehicle for
the Shell Eco-Marathon. The competition took place on April 15th, so all three development teams
aimed to work together to produce a street legal, functioning vehicle for the competition and for Senior
Design Day. Not enough energy is provided to take the vehicle onto any freeways, but competition
officials expected average speeds of 15 mph during race day. Beyond the Shell competition, the Solar
Car Club wanted an adaptable vehicle to enter in a number of competitions and not be limited to one
input source of energy. In order to properly function as part of the University of Arizona solar car, the
array must interact with both the frame of the vehicle and the power systems, as handled by the other
two teams. For the chassis, the array must have a design that fits into the layout set up by the frame.
The energy obtained by the solar panels must be directed into the power system for further use.
Our primary sponsor contacts were Oliver Stickroth, Collin Mechler, and Wei Ren Ng, the Chief
Engineer, Design Lead, and Electrical consultant for this year’s solar vehicle, respectively. Joseph
Simmons was the faculty sponsor. Fred Highton was our project mentor.
The array needed to comply with all rules of Shell Eco-Marathon Urban Concept Competition. For
full information on the required rules, please see the Shell competition website. Additionally, it was
necessary to minimize the weight of the array. The aim was to have substantially low weight to afford
more flexibility to the power and chassis teams in their designs while increasing overall efficiency.
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System Requirements
The functional requirements for the Solar Car Array System were as follows:
o Collect solar energy.
 Metric: Efficiency (%) with respect to maximum absorption
 Target: > 80% of max absorption efficiency
o Convert solar energy into electricity usable by a car for propulsion.
 Metric: Efficiency (%) with respect to max conversion efficiency
 Target: > 80% of max conversion efficiency
o Interface with chassis and power team
 Metric: Efficiency (%) with respect to energy created
 Target: 100% of available energy
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o

o

Adapt array for modularity
 Metric: Time of installation, un-installation
 Target : < 30 minutes for full system installation or un-installation
Aerodynamic
 Metric: Computational drag coefficient
 Target: minimize

The constraints for the Solar Car Array System were as follows:
o The array shall fit in a 3500 by 1300 mm box, and be suitable for a car not taller than
1300 mm.
o The array shall weigh less than 50 Kg.
o The array shall be able to withstand wind of up to 90 KPH (55 MPH).
o The drag produced by the collector shall be minimized.
o The array shall comply with the rules of the Shell Eco Marathon Urban Concept
Competition.
o The collector shall not unduly interfere with the aesthetics of the vehicle.
The interface specifications for the Solar Car Array System are as follows:
o

o

Power system
 3 power outputs
 Moving panels circuit on roof
 Moving panels circuit on hood
 Stationary silicon panel circuit
Chassis
 Bolt on modules
 Lexan roof
 Cable access

Table 1 Specification Review for Functional Requirements

Functional Requirements

Specification

Collect solar energy

Output 300 W/m

Convert solar energy to
electricity
Interface with chassis

Output 240 W/m at less
than 48V
Attaching panel/motor
assembly
Transfer 100% of created
energy
Self contained modules,
easy installation

Yes

30° tilt in 1 degree of
rotational freedom
Low drag coefficient

Yes

Interface with power system
Modular array

Rotational Angled Array
Aerodynamic

2

2

Met How

Certainty

Yes

30% efficient GaAs cells
18% efficient silicon cells
Circuitry arrangement, 16
cells per unit = 36V
Bolted to mounting plate

High

Standard electrical
connection
Compact tilt mechanism and
individual circuitry for each
module
Turn Style Solar Panel
Mounting Assembly
Lexan cover as roof

High

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

High
High

Medium

Medium
Medium
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Design Concepts and Analysis

The Solar Array Tracking system for the University of Arizona's Solar Car monitors the orientation of
the solar car and to make adjustments to the solar array periodically in order to keep the photovoltaic
cells aligned optimally with the sun.
The system is provided a lookup table of sun position, and uses this, as well as time of day and car
orientation, to determine the optimal position of the panels, and to determine when movement is in the
cars best interests.

PC

Compass

Controller

Stepper
Motor

EEPROM

Figure 1 Flow Diagram of Tracking System Design.

The overall layout of the design is illustrated in the flow chart in Fig. 1 where the design is
expanded into different parts. The controller is connected to all the main components of the design. It
is connected to the stepper motor, its motor driver and is also connected to the compass sensor and the
EEPROM. The EEPROM holds a look up table and compares the incoming compass data to the table and
sends signals to the stepper motor in order to adjust the solar panel orientation.
The tracking panel system functions use the look up table generated by the user entering the
longitude and latitude coordinates of the current position. Using the time and the day it was possible to
calculate at what azimuth angle the sun was positioned in reference to the current position on earth.
Since the car was not made for traveling enormous distances that could severely change the longitude
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and latitude coordinates to the point where the sun will be out of view, the lookup table is generated
once for that day and used for that day only. A new lookup table must be generated with new
coordinates for using the car on another day.
The lookup table for the sun position is downloaded to the microcontroller via a dedicated port
on the car. The controller will tell the motors when to move. The controller talks to three stepper
motor with built in driver circuitry, allowing for full control over the three panel assemblies. If the
panels are not pointed within 30 degrees of the sun, the controllers will command the motors to move
and realign themselves with the sun at a better angle. A circuit schematic can be seen in Appendix C.
The solar panels were designed to be fixed at 30 degrees tilted from normal, but can rotate,
giving them the ability to point in a direction that reasonably approximates the suns position at all times,
effectively reducing the angle from the panels to the sun to at most 30 degrees as compared with a flat
static photovoltaic panel.

Flat panel
performance
Tilted Panel
Performance

Current (mA)

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Incident Angle (Degrees)

0

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 2 Current (mA) vs. Incident Angle (Degrees) for a 1ftx1ft Si based Solar Panel.

In our preliminary design we introduced three basic ideas: flat panels, concentrators and
motorized tilting panels. In order to decide on the best design, our team did some analysis to determine
the output power in terms of the incident angle. The design chosen to satisfy the requirements of this
project was picked through a Pugh Analysis as seen in Table 2. The chart above shows a graph of the
current versus the incident angle for the first and the third design mentioned. For the flat panels at
normal incident angle the current output is about 350mA. At the same angle the motorized tilting
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panels’ output current is a little lower. This is due to the fact that the motorizing tilting panels had to be
covered with a lightweight glass to eliminate drag and improve aerodynamics. At the same time using
this glass also decreased the amount of energy collected due to a small percentage of light that is
reflected off the glass and unable to reach the solar cells. The graph in Fig. 2 shows that the power
output is fairly constant between 0-30 degrees for both the flat panels and the motorized tilting panels.
Beyond this point the output power decreased steeply for the flat panels. Although with the
motorized tilting panels it decreased at a slower rate. After calculating the area under both curves
produced by the two designs, it was revealed that the tilting panels performed better overall. The
analysis was conducted using dual junction photovoltaic arrays. Other results showed that the triple
junction Ga-As panels have even a steeper drop in the current output Beyond 30 degrees but have the
greatest return at normal incident angle because of the semiconductor physics used to construct the
deep layered photovoltaic cell structures required in a multi-junction solar cell.
Another analysis was conducted to determine the separation distance between the panels. This
was to prevent shadowing which can negatively affect the performance of a solar cell and decrease the
power output and if severely shaded can actually damage the solar cell. Our team came to a conclusion
that there should be at least six inches of distance between the panels to prevent shadowing for the
predicted operating daylight hours of the car. It was found that if the tilting panels were brought closer
together, they lay shadow over each other when they move. The shaded area which was not directly
exposed to sunlight decrease the amount of current produced. To optimize the amount of area
available, it was decided to fill in the empty gaps with a different kind of solar panel that performed well
when not directly exposed to the sunlight such as Si based photovoltaic cells which are made of a
thinner substrate and accept larger incident angles for a given efficiency.

Pugh Analysis/Ideality
Table 2 Pugh Analysis for the three proposed project solutions.

Functions

Weight

Ideal

Flat

Lens

Tracking

Collect Sunlight

35

35

20

25

30

Transmit Energy

25

25

20

18

20

Interfere with rest of vehicle

20

20

20

10

18

Be Aerodynamics

10

10

10

5

8

Modularity and Aesthetic

10

10

10

4

8

Total

100

100

80

62

84

Transmission through a Lexan cover has very detrimental effects due to Fresnel reflections at
incident angles above 50°. At lower incident angles transmission is reduced by roughly 10%.
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Design

The main portion of the electrical design was a printed circuit board (PCB) made to hold a compass
sensor, a controller chip, and an EEPROM as well as the voltage regulating circuitry to supply 3.3V to the
other chips on the board. The Propeller P8x32A by Parallax was used for the controller. The controller
and the EEPROM took 3.3V from a 12V input 3.3V output DC/DC step-down voltage regulator (SUS1R5)
and the compass sensor (HMR330) has a built in DC/DC step-down voltage regulator that takes 12V. The
motors will run off of 24V which will be provided by the University of Arizona Solar Car Power Team
from their batteries.
Circuit components and other building materials were chosen by deciding factors such as cost,
availability, size, weight, power consumption, and efficiency. The model of microcontroller was picked
by the large number of I/O ports to accommodate as many motor control lines as possible and promise
of the ability for threading was a positive characteristic which would allow different pieces of code to be
run at the same time. The integrated H-bridges that came with the motor were chosen because of their
low power consumption, simple input topology to take up less I/O lines from the microcontroller, and
the small package was also a desirable attribute. The PWM input was also desirable as this was a
common output on the chosen microcontroller. The 400oz-in rated stepper motors were chosen
because of its low profile, low power usage, and smaller step sizes for increased accuracy. Light weight
foam was used to mount triple-junction solar cells to the turn table assembly because it is light weight,
acts as a heat sink for the cells to keep heat build up at a minimum, and the back side of the foam has a
reflective material attached to it that acts as a reflector to increase indirect sunlight incident on the
silicon based photovoltaic cells mounted below the tracking panels. The body of the car can be seen
below in Fig. 3 where the three major solar panel rotating assemblies will be mounted in the future.

Figure 3 Chassis frame with mounted motors, battery and power management systems.
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The algorithm used to track the sun contains two pieces of software: the ephemeras calculation
which runs on an off-board computer and the panel control software, which does the actual tracking of
the sun and moving of the panels.
The software on the tracking system performs no safety critical function, and cannot force the
device to enter an unsafe state. This made verification and validation much less difficult, as we could
accept a much larger risk of faults. That said, it was desired that the software function correctly, and
this was accomplished by consideration of faults in the design, and testing which included all expected
modes of operation of the system.

Ephemeras Program:
User

Our Program

Pre-Existing Module

1 : Qwery Race Location()
2 : Reply with Race Location()
3 : Check Race Location()
4 : Qwery Race Time()
5 : Reply with Race Time()

6 : Check Race Time()
7 : Send Time, Pos()
8 : Send Sun Angles()

9 : Convert Sun Angles to Pitch/Yaw()
10 : Send Time,Pos()
11 : Send Sun Angles()
12 : Convert Sun Angles to Pitch/Yaw()
13 : Output Data Table()

Figure 4 Ephemeras Program Sequence Diagram
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The ephemeras program calculates the position of the sun in the sky at a given location and
time. These programs already exist, and are in the public domain. The program written was one that
prompted the user for the position and time of day, checked those values to ensure that they made
sense, ran the ephemeras calculation for a variety of times, converted the results into pitch and yaw
data, and output a table of the data in a form readable by our other programs. The ephemeras program
was written in C# programming language.

Panel Controller:
The panel controller runs three panels, interpolating between sun positions on the data table to
find the actual estimate, rotating that estimate based on incoming data from the onboard compass
sensor to account for the direction of the car, and then setting the positions of the photovoltaic solar
panels to that value. The panel controller is written in Spin, a language specific to the processor used on
the car.
The panel controller is a multi-threaded program, with threads for serial receive, status sending,
position estimation, and the position loop.
The serial receive thread listens to the serial port, and if it gets a message that applies to it
(Data, FX, FXdata) stores the information in the appropriate location.
Status sending runs in a time loop.
information, and sends the status code.

Every 1000 ms, it looks around, gathers the status

The position loop looks at the desired position and actual position of each axis, and sets the
speed (inversely proportional to time between steps) to achieve the desired approach. Basically, the
speed is proportional to the square root of the distance between the position and the nearest edge of
the target window, limited by a max speed, and limited to be within a certain amount of the previous
speed. Because we used stepper motors, each step causes a known change is position, and so the
position loop can also handle position tracking.

Mechanical framework:
In order to rotate the panels as desired, a multi-part mechanical system was required to
facilitate the transition from electrical to mechanical energy. The mechanical component of the system
design consists of three main pieces: A base that houses the motor and provides stability, a shaft
incorporating a ball bearing and a slip ring, and a friction drive to rotate the panels as needed.
The base and housing of the assembly for the panel system was designed in a way to connect
and disconnect the panels from the frame of the vehicle. In doing such, a secure base was necessary to
ensure that the panels were able to remain stable upon the moving vehicle.
Our base, as with our other mechanical components, was made out of lightweight aluminum.
The frame consisted of an embedded trough to place the motor at the desired height for the friction
drive system. The base was somewhat thin at 3/8”, but provided enough stability to minimize vibrations
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due to driving around. As seen in Fig. 5, the base also has allocated locations for 11/32” screws to
properly secure and detach it from the vehicle frame. There was also a circular opening to place the
cylindrical shaft which housed other parts of the assembly. The piece was trimmed around the edges to
reduce weight which was a major factor in the design of the car. An additional frame (not shown)
locked the motor into place so it did not become dislodged. This frame will be bolted into the frame of
the vehicle, as well, to provide support on both ends of the base, and can be removed to switch out the
motor. The entire base measures at a maximum of 10.48” x 4.4”.

Figure 5 Solidworks Model of base plate with motor trough and screw holes and cylindrical shaft.

The cylindrical shaft, as seen in Figure ##, houses a number of components required for the
assembly. A slip ring inside the shaft will enable the friction drive disc to rotate without concern for
wires crossing or stretching out. A bearing is placed on top of the slip ring in order to provide rotation of
the disc with minimal stress experienced by the shaft. The bearing and slip ring were purchased off the
shelf. To reduce movement of the shaft, it is welded to the base along the bottom face.
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Figure 6 Technical drawing of assembly shaft, dimensioned to house a slip ring internally and connect to friction
drive disc with bearing.

The friction drive consisted of two parts, a disc which held the panels, and a wheel which
provided the torque to rotate the disc. The disc, as shown in Fig. 7, was adjacent to the bearing inside
the shaft with a small nodule that stuck out from the bottom and fit snug inside the bearing. The two
pieces, disc and nodule, were built separately and then welded together. The disc was large enough at
20” diameter to support the framework holding the panels, but thin enough at 3/16” to add just a small
amount of weight and provide a stiff surface for the friction drive to rotate the panel assembly. The disc
is planned to be further modified to reduce weight by cutting out unnecessary sections closer to the
center while leaving a thin strip wide enough for the friction drive to move the wheel.
The motor turns the wheel using an appropriate gear ratio of approximately 3:1. This can be
altered in the software by changing the steps per degree change variable. This wheel maintained direct
contact with the disc, which was placed on top of the shaft. The disc rotated until the panels had
reached an acceptable angle as determined by our programming, at which point the motor and the disc
each stop turning. A complete assembly model, including the motor, slip ring, bearing, and wheel can be
seen in Fig. 8. Initially, our team planned to have the wheel closer to the shaft, thus needing a much
smaller disc. However, our team felt that the additional torque produced by turning the motor around
outweighed the additional material needed.
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Figure 7 Technical drawing of disc for friction drive. Protruding nodule in center to enable contact with bearing
inside shaft.

Figure 8 Component model of mechanical assembly with three major components and other essential parts.
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7

System Build

The bill of materials used to construct this project included in the budget can be seen in Table 3.
Photovoltaic Solar Cells, integrated and discrete circuit components, wires, cabling, connectors, stepper
motors, bearings, slip rings, and various structural parts were used in this project as seen below.

ENGR 498A Project Budget and Bill of Materials:
Table 3 ENGR 498 Budget for Solar Car Array Project.

Item

Category

Quantity

Source

Spectrolabs Dual Junction 30%Eff Photovoltaic Solar Cells
(12inx12in)
Lexan Low Loss Transparent Covering
Tripod + Solar Panel Test Apparatus
Microcontroller (Propeller P8x32A)
MCU Programmer (Parallax)
DC/DC 12V Input Step Down Voltage Converter (SUS1R5)
Two-Axis Magnetometer (HMR3300)

Production

21

Sponsor

Production
Test
Production
Production
Production
Production

2
1
3
2
4
1

Sponsor
Group
Group
Group
498 Budget
498 Budget

$0.00
$39.00
$50.00
$40.00
$298.99

Wires, Cables (24 AWG), Connectors

Production

30ft

498 Budget

$22.00

Printed Circuit Boards

Production

3

498 Budget

$61.00

Silicon Based 18% Efficient Photovoltaic Solar Cells
(4inx4in)
Stepper Motor with Integrated Driver Circuit (L010413)

Test/
Production
Production

2
24
3

Sponsor
498 Budget

$570.00

Slip Rings
5972K295 Steel Ball Bearings
Friction drives (3” wheels) & Grip Tap
Misc Materials & Services (Poster, Testing Equip, etc…)

Production
Production
Production
Production

3
3
3
-

498 Budget
498 Budget
498 Budget
498 Budget

$150.00
$78.42
$24.00
$400.00

Total Price from ENGR 498A Project Budget

Price
-

-

$1733.41

NOTE: Bold prices reflect costs used from ENGR 498A budget.

The bill of materials includes all the components needed to build the entire array system but the
cost reflected in the budget is calculated just for the money spent out of the ENGR 498 budget and does
not include the thousands of dollars needed to purchase the photovoltaic solar cells that were provided
by Solon and Spectrolabs through the University of Arizona Solar Car Club and AZRise. The solar panels
used were the Spectrolabs Dual Junction 28% efficient photovoltaic solar panels for the tracking
photovoltaic array seen in Fig. 9 and the Silicon Based 18% efficient photovoltaic solar cell array used to
augment the tracking system.
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Figure 9 SpectroLabs Triple-Junction Solar Cell Layer Diagram.

The majority of connectors, wires, and headers for the electrical design were obtained through
the Electrical and Computer Engineering Departmental Stock Room.

8

Testing

Because of the availability of solar cells, and the fact that construction of the array was outside of
the scope of our project, we were unable to get power out of our array, and therefore could not directly
test the array. We could, however, test that the array is pointed at the sun at all times, which is
accomplished by rotating the array and compass and watching the shadows. In such testing, the array
was able to point at the sun, and maintained tracking through extended testing.
This testing came after extensive component testing, such as the ability of the motor to move the
disk, and the ability of turning the compass to rotate the motor.
As far as producing power, we have a previous analysis that said we would get sufficient gains. We
trust that this analysis is valid, even though we could not directly test it.

9

Design Results

The predicted output power from the three tracking photovoltaic arrays is 390W. The power it
takes to move all three arrays via the stepper motors is 50W. If the tracking panel array is facing more
than 30 degrees away from the sun it will be losing out on at least 20% of its power generation which is
almost 100W. Spending a momentary 50W to realign the solar cells is a justified power loss to regain
the efficiency for a better angle with the sun. This is of course when a new direction is reached and isn’t
changed constantly. The program was designed to only move the panels when it was deemed energy
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efficient to do so where the direction was not constantly changing and it was apparent that a new
direction was chosen by the driver.

10 Conclusions and Recommendations
Team 3672 during the Fall 2008/2009 was able to successfully complete its project. All
requirements were met for the project demands and the working prototype of the dynamic array to the
sponsors. This array prototype was delivered to the sponsor on May 5, 2009. Team 3672 hopes that the
designed array is easily reproducible, energy efficient, and will bring the University of Arizona Solar Car
racing team success in future solar decathlons and racing events.
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13 Appendix A
Reflection Analysis Matlab Code:
% ENGR 498A Solar Array Team, Reflection Analysis by Tyler Steele, 11/14/2008
clc
clear all
n1 = 1;
n2 = 1.56;
inc1 = linspace(0,pi/2,91);
deg = inc1*180/pi;
ref1 = asin(sin(inc1)/n2);
% First Surface
par1 = ((sin(2*inc1).*sin(2*ref1))./(sin(inc1+ref1).^2.*(cos(inc1ref1)).^2));
per1 = ((sin(2*inc1).*sin(2*ref1))./(sin(inc1+ref1)).^2);
ttot1 = (par1+per1)./2;
plot(deg,par1,'r')
hold on
plot(deg,per1,'g')
hold on
plot(deg,ttot1)
hold on
% Second surface
inc2 = ref1;
ref2 = inc1;
par2 = par1.*((sin(2*inc1).*sin(2*ref1))./(sin(inc1+ref1).^2.*(cos(inc1ref1)).^2));
per2 = per1.*((sin(2*inc1).*sin(2*ref1))./(sin(inc1+ref1)).^2);
ttot2 = (par2+per2)./2;
plot(deg,par2,'r--')
hold on
plot(deg,per2,'g--')
hold on
plot(deg,ttot2,'k--','linewidth',2)
legend('s polarized S1','p polarized S1','Total S1','s polarized S2','p
polarized S2','Total Transmission')
title('Transmission vs. Incident Angle of Lexan Cover n = 1.56')
ylabel('Transmission %');
xlabel('Incident Angle (degrees)');
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MatLab Output:

Figure 10 Matlab Output, Transmission % vs. Incident Angle.
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14 Appendix B
Microcontroller Code (Spin):

con
maxSpeed
= 3200
accel
= 200
decel
= 20
freq
= 12000000
startWindow
= 100
maxTime
= 800000
rotSize1
= 12800
rotSize2
= 3200
rotSize3
= 3200
var
long T
long ideal
long window
long target[4]
long pin[4]
long pos[4]
long outSpeed[4]
long stack_1[50]
long stack_2[50]
long stack_3[50]
long stack_4[50]
byte stringData[30]
obj
comm
: "Extended_FDSerial"
Comp
: "Extended_FDSerial"
Tracker
: "Track_20090505"
pub Main | StrData, data
'comm.start(31,30,0,19200)
'comm.str(string("Welcome to the U of A Solar Car", 13, 10))
'TimeSet
'Home(1, rotsize1)
'comm.str(string("Home compleate", 13, 10))
Comp.start(18, 17,2, 19200)
'repeat
'comm.tx(comp.rx)
Comp.SetDelimiter(",")
window := 10
cognew(Move(0),@stack_1)
window := startWindow
cognew(Track, @stack_4)
cognew(Rec, @stack_2)
repeat
ideal := ideal
pub Track
Tracker.setup
repeat
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ideal := Tracker.Track(T)
waitcnt(cnt + freq*15)
pub TimeSet | timeIn
comm.str(string("Please enter the time of day (24 hour, example: 0600)",
13, 10))
timeIn := comm.rxDec
T := timeIn // 100 + 60 * timeIn/100
cognew(TimeTrack, @stack_3)
pub TimeTrack | S, count
repeat
count := cnt
S := S + 1
if S> 60
S := 0
T := T + 1
waitcnt(count + freq)
pub Home(index, rotsize) | Current
Current := 100
repeat while Current <> 0
comm.str(string("Enter the current position of disk "))
comm.dec(index)
comm.str(string(13,10))
Current := comm.rxDec
pos[index] := Current * (rotsize/10) / 360
repeat while outspeed[index] <> 0
'
pub Rec | Heading, Local
'comm.str(string("Receive started",13,10))
repeat
if comp.rx == 13
'comm.str(string("Data",13,10))
Heading := comp.rxDec
'comm.dec(Heading)
'comm.str(string(13, 10))
'waitcnt(cnt+freq)
Local := (ideal - Heading) * (Rotsize1/10) / 360
if outspeed[1] == 0
repeat while Local - Pos[1] > Rotsize1/2
Pos[1] := Pos[1] + Rotsize1
repeat while Local - Pos[1] < -Rotsize1/2
Pos[1] := Pos[1] - Rotsize1
Target[1] := Local
pub Move(index)| speed, oldSpeed, time, count, run, dist
dira[pin[index]]~~
dira[pin[index]+1]~~
dira[pin[index]+2]~~
run := 0
oldSpeed := 0
time := 0
repeat
count := cnt
if run == 1
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outa[pin[index]]~~
dist := target[index]-pos[index]
if dist>0
speed := (dist*decel / 2)/10
else
speed := -(-dist*decel / 2)/10
if speed>maxSpeed
speed := maxSpeed
if -speed>maxSpeed
speed := -maxSpeed
if speed > oldSpeed + Accel*time/8000000+1
speed := oldSpeed + Accel*time/8000000+1
if speed < oldSpeed - Accel*time/8000000-1
speed := oldSpeed - Accel*time/8000000-1
if speed>maxSpeed
speed := maxSpeed
if -speed>maxSpeed
speed := -maxSpeed
if(speed * oldSpeed)<1 and dist<window and dist>-window
run := 0
'comm.str(string("Stopping", 13,10))
else
if speed > 0
outa[pin[index]+2]~~
pos[index] := pos[index] + 1
else
outa[pin[index]+2]~
pos[index] := pos[index] - 1
!outa[pin[index]+1]
outSpeed[index] := speed
if speed == 0
time := maxTime
else
time := 8000000/speed
if time<0
time := -time
if time>maxTime
time := maxTime
oldSpeed := speed
'if cnt - count - time > 5
waitcnt(cnt + time)
if time == 0
time := 1
else
oldSpeed := 0
outSpeed[index] := 0
outa[pin[index]]~
if target[index]-pos[index] > window
run := 1
'comm.str(string("Starting", 13,10))
if -target[index]+pos[index] > window
run := 1
'comm.str(string("Starting", 13,10))
if run == 0
index := index + 1
if index > 3
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index := 1
pub Display(input)|count, index
index := input
repeat
count := cnt
comm.dec(index)
comm.str(string(" is moving from "))
comm.dec(pos[0])
comm.str(string(" to "))
comm.dec(target[0])
comm.str(string(" at "))
comm.dec(outSpeed[0])
comm.str(string(13,10))
waitcnt(count + 8000000)
pub Sqrt(input) | output
return input

'if input == 0
'return 0
'return Exp(Log(input)/2)
pub Exp(input)| output, term, factor
output := 1
factor := 1
term := 1
repeat 4
term := term * input / factor
output := output + term
factor := factor + 1
return output
pub Log(input)| output, term, factor
input := input - 1
output := input
factor := 1
term := 1
repeat 4
term := -term * input * (factor-1) / factor
output := output + term
factor := factor + 1
return output
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15 Appendix B
Microcontroller Code (Ephemeras Tracking):
var
long index
long numPoints
long time[100]
long pos[100]
pub setup
numPoints := 93
time[0] := 280
pos[0] := 51.97
time[1] := 290
pos[1] := 53.47
time[2] := 300
pos[2] := 54.97
time[3] := 310
pos[3] := 56.37
time[4] := 320
pos[4] := 57.77
time[5] := 330
pos[5] := 59.17
time[6] := 340
pos[6] := 60.47
time[7] := 350
pos[7] := 61.87
time[8] := 360
pos[8] := 63.07
time[9] := 370
pos[9] := 64.37
time[10] := 380
pos[10] := 65.67
time[11] := 390
pos[11] := 66.87
time[12] := 400
pos[12] := 68.17
time[13] := 410
pos[13] := 69.37
time[14] := 420
pos[14] := 70.57
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time[15] := 430
pos[15] := 71.87
time[16] := 440
pos[16] := 73.07
time[17] := 450
pos[17] := 74.27
time[18] := 460
pos[18] := 75.57
time[19] := 470
pos[19] := 76.87
time[20] := 480
pos[20] := 78.07
time[21] := 490
pos[21] := 79.47
time[22] := 500
pos[22] := 80.77
time[23] := 510
pos[23] := 82.17
time[24] := 520
pos[24] := 83.57
time[25] := 530
pos[25] := 85.07
time[26] := 540
pos[26] := 86.57
time[27] := 550
pos[27] := 88.17
time[28] := 560
pos[28] := 89.87
time[29] := 570
pos[29] := 91.57
time[30] := 580
pos[30] := 93.47
time[31] := 590
pos[31] := 95.47
time[32] := 600
pos[32] := 97.67
time[33] := 610
pos[33] := 99.97
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time[34] := 620
pos[34] := 102.57
time[35] := 630
pos[35] := 105.37
time[36] := 640
pos[36] := 108.47
time[37] := 650
pos[37] := 111.97
time[38] := 660
pos[38] := 115.87
time[39] := 670
pos[39] := 120.27
time[40] := 680
pos[40] := 125.17
time[41] := 690
pos[41] := 130.87
time[42] := 700
pos[42] := 137.17
time[43] := 710
pos[43] := 144.37
time[44] := 720
pos[44] := 152.17
time[45] := 730
pos[45] := 160.57
time[46] := 740
pos[46] := 169.37
time[47] := 750
pos[47] := 178.17
time[48] := 760
pos[48] := 186.67
time[49] := 770
pos[49] := 194.57
time[50] := 780
pos[50] := 201.67
time[51] := 790
pos[51] := 208.17
time[52] := 800
pos[52] := 213.87
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time[53] := 810
pos[53] := 218.87
time[54] := 820
pos[54] := 223.27
time[55] := 830
pos[55] := 227.17
time[56] := 840
pos[56] := 230.67
time[57] := 850
pos[57] := 233.87
time[58] := 860
pos[58] := 236.67
time[59] := 870
pos[59] := 239.27
time[60] := 880
pos[60] := 241.57
time[61] := 890
pos[61] := 243.77
time[62] := 900
pos[62] := 245.77
time[63] := 910
pos[63] := 247.67
time[64] := 920
pos[64] := 249.47
time[65] := 930
pos[65] := 251.17
time[66] := 940
pos[66] := 252.77
time[67] := 950
pos[67] := 254.27
time[68] := 960
pos[68] := 255.77
time[69] := 970
pos[69] := 257.17
time[70] := 980
pos[70] := 258.57
time[71] := 990
pos[71] := 259.97
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time[72] := 1000
pos[72] := 261.27
time[73] := 1010
pos[73] := 262.57
time[74] := 1020
pos[74] := 263.77
time[75] := 1030
pos[75] := 265.07
time[76] := 1040
pos[76] := 266.27
time[77] := 1050
pos[77] := 267.57
time[78] := 1060
pos[78] := 268.77
time[79] := 1070
pos[79] := 269.97
time[80] := 1080
pos[80] := 271.27
time[81] := 1090
pos[81] := 272.47
time[82] := 1100
pos[82] := 273.77
time[83] := 1110
pos[83] := 274.97
time[84] := 1120
pos[84] := 276.27
time[85] := 1130
pos[85] := 277.57
time[86] := 1140
pos[86] := 278.87
time[87] := 1150
pos[87] := 280.17
time[88] := 1160
pos[88] := 281.57
time[89] := 1170
pos[89] := 282.97
time[90] := 1180
pos[90] := 284.37
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time[91] := 1190
pos[91] := 285.87
time[92] := 1200
pos[92] := 287.37
pub track(T)| P
repeat while index>0 and time[index] > T
index := index - 1
repeat while index < (numPoints-2) and time[index+1]<T
index := index + 1
P := pos[index] + (pos[Index+1]-Pos[Index])*(T-Time[Index])/(Time[Index+1]Time[Index])
return P
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16 Appendix C
Circuit Schematic Layout:

Figure 11 Tracking System Circuit Schematic Design.
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17 Appendix D
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis:
Function

Failure

Cause

Effect

Mitigation

Chance

Severity

 Non Optimal

 Move panel

6

3

 Non Optimal

 Check

1

10

 Loss of panel

 Secondary

 Jamming
 Motor Failure
 Loss of Power

 Non Optimal

 None

3

5

 Motor Failure
 Jamming
 Power

 Slow movement  Check at
maintenanc
 Power Waste
e
 Non Optimal
 None
Positioning
 Breaking
 Incorrect
 Check limits

4

4

2

6

2

8

2

5

Component

Allow Panel to
slip
Hold Panel

 Mechanical
Failure

 Attachment

Positioning

back

Failure

Release Panel

 Mechanical
Failure

 Attachment
Failure

Positioning

attachment
cover

 Mechanical
Failure

Fail to Tilt Panel

Tilt Panel

Positioning

to Motor

Too much work
to tilt
Unrequested Tilt

Crossover

Panel
Actuator

Allow tilt to
exceed positions

 Limit

Misadjustment

 Limit Failure
Limit Tilt

 Motor Over

during
maintenanc
e

Current

Limit to early

 Limit

 Incorrect

 Check limits

 Limit Failure
 Over speed
 Encoder fault
 Encoder

 Motors do not

 None

2

6

 None

2

5

 None

2

5

 None

2

5

Misadjustment

Limit always

Lost steps

Slipping

Track motion with
encoders

Knowledge of
Position

Loss of encoder
data

Meaningless
encoder data

 Encoder fault
 Cabling error
 Mechanical slip
 Encoder fault
 Electrical noise
 Mechanical
disconnect

knowledge of
Position
move

 Incorrect

knowledge of
position

 No position

information

during
maintenanc
e

 Incorrect

knowledge of
position

 Runaway
motion
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 Mechanical
Not overdraw
current

jamming

Overdraw

 Mechanical

 Blows fuse

 Fuse

2

6

 Motor Failure
 Short
 Loss of light
 Damage to cell
 Damage to cell
 Damage to

 Less Power

 None

4

6

 No Power

 None

2

8

 Damage to cell
 Loss of light
 Over-

 Less Power

 Isolation

3

7

Not exceeded
allowable voltage

Exceed
allowable
voltage

 Wire cross-

 Violates

 None

1

9

Not draw power

Short

 Damage to

 Pull down

 Fuse

2

8

 None

4

3

 None

2

6

 None

3

5

 None

1

6

 Limits in

1

7

 MP cannot read
 None
 Damage to MP

2

5

 MP reads

2

5

 Circuitry Failure  MP cannot read  Software
Detection

2

5

 Short
 Fuse failure

1

8

Failure

Under-Current

Produce Electrical
Power

Loss of current

wiring

Under-Voltage

Panel

Temperature

connect

wiring

Under Voltage

 PS Under
Voltage

constraints

entire system

 Panel Motors
move Slow

 Panel Motors
don’t move

Short

Drive panel motors

Open

 Wiring Failure
 H Bridge Shorts
 Wiring Failure
 H Bridge Fails
 H Bridge Input

 Panel Motors
Don’t move

 Overcurrent
 Panel Motors
don’t move

Failure

Wrong Direction

Panel Driver

Stuck On

pointing at
 H Bridge Failure  Not
sun
 H Bridge Failure
 Not pointing at
 Short on
Control Line

 Short on

sun

 Power Waste

Actuator

Control Line

Incorrect
Encoder Voltage
Convert encoder
voltages

Incorrect
Encoder Logic
Level
0V Encoder
Output

Not overdraw
current

Overdraw
Current

 Encoder Failure
 Voltage
Converter
Tuning Change

 Noise in

encoder line

 Circuitry Failure

incorrect data

 Damage to PS

 None

 None
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Prevent an
allowable
current
Isolate logic from
motors

Allow noise
from motor
power
Sense incorrect
orientation

Sense Orientation
Lose orientation
signal

Run Panel Control
Program

Loss of
processor power
Loss of run
mode

Loss of MSB

 Fuse blows

 Panel won’t

 None

2

5

 Wire crossover

 Damage to MP
 Incorrect

 None

2

7

 Magnetic Noise
 Electrical Noise

 Point at wrong

 Redundant

4

5

 Sensor Failure

 Point at wrong

 Redundant

2

6

 No tracking

 None

2

7

 No tracking

 None

2

7

 No telemetry
 No

 None

2

3

early

Signals

 Wire Failure
 PS Failure
 Program Crash
 MP Failure
 Wiring

disconnect

Panel
Controller

Communicate over
MSB

Control motors

Monitor encoders

Not overheat

move

location

location

Sensors

Sensors

reprogramming

Loss of MSB
Pass Through

 Wiring

 Loss of MSB for

 None

2

3

Add noise to
MSB

 Analog Noise

 MSB errors for

 None

2

3

Loss of
connection to
motors

 Wiring

 No tracking

 None

2

6

Invalid signal to
motors

 Wiring

 Incorrect

 None

1

7

Loss of
connection to
encoders

 Wiring

 Incorrect

 None

2

6

 Fan Failure
 Short
 Program Error
 Incorrect Data

 Damage to MP
 Loss of tracking

 None

3

8

 Panels point at

 Extensive

3

6

 None

2

7

 None

2

7

Overheat
Miscalculate
Desired
Direction

disconnect

disconnect

Crossover

Disconnect

Table

later processors

later processors

Tracking

tracking

wrong spot

 Incorrect Time

checksums
in data table

 Panels stop
Panel Control
Software

Find desired direction

Crash

 Program Error

moving

 Loss of

telemetry
information

 Panels stop
Hang

 Program Error

moving

 Loss of

telemetry
information
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Produce
Outdated Data

 Program takes

 Tracking lags

 None

2

3

Run Motors in
wrong direction

 Program Error
 Incorrect Motor  Tracking error

 None

1

7

 None

1

8

 Tracking Error

 None

1

6

 Incorrect Motor  Loss of power
Parameterizatio
 Damage to

 None

3

8

too long

Parameterizatio
n

Adjust motors to
desired direction

Run Motors at
wrong speed
Run Motors
unnecessarily

Jitter

 Program error
 Program Error

n

Not send status

Send status over MSB

Send incorrect
status
Send data at
incorrect time

 Damage to
panels

 Slow response

panels

 Program Error

 No status

 None

2

3

 Program Error

 Incorrect satus

 None

1

3

3

3

2

6

information
information

 Program Error  Loss of status or
incorrect status
 None
 Incorrect Comm from another
Configuration

prossesor

 Handheld
Not receive data
over MSB
Receive sun location
over MSB

Keep track of panel
positions

Run demo/FX
software

Main Serial
Bus (MSB)

Send position data to
panel controllers

 Program Error

 Not track

programme
r

 Data not

needed
after start

Misinterpret
data

 Program Error

 Track

 None

1

6

Interpret
incorrect data

 Incorrect Comm  Track

 None

3

3

Misunderstand
encoder values

 Program Error

 Track with

 None

1

5

Lose/change
count

 Program Error

 Track

 None

1

5

incorrectly

Fail to run demo
software

 Program Error

 No FX mode

 None

2

2

Run demo
incorrectly

 Program Error

 Strange looking

 None

4

3

Run demo when
system should
be normal

 Program Error

 Loss of

 None

1

7

 Wire

 No tracking

 Load

2

3

Open

Configuration

Disconnect

incorrectly

incorrectly

offset

FX mode

efficency

tables

directly to
MCs
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Short

 No tracking

 Load

2

3

 Incorrect

 Separate

3

3

 Wire

 No status

 None

2

2

 Wiring
 Too near other

 No status

 None

2

2

 Incorrect status

 None

3

2

 None

1

7

 None

2

2

 None

2

4

 None

1

4

2

3

 Wiring

tables

 Too near other
Noise

signal/power
source

 Damage to

tracking tables

Directly to
MCs

runs from
power

wiring

Open

Disconnect

Send
temperature/status
data to telemetry
system

Short

Noise

signal/power
source

 Damage to

information
information

information

wiring

Not interfere with
other systems

Noise

 To near other
signal lines

Loss of MSB

 Wiring

disconnect

Communicate over
MSB

Temperature
Controller

Loss of MSB
Pass Through

 Wiring

Add noise to
MSB

 Analog Noise

Loss of TSB
Communicate over
TSB

disconnect

 Wiring

disconnect

Add noise to TSB

 Analog Noise

Force On
Control Fans
Force Off

performance on
other systems

 No temp

information for
telemetry
system

 No MSB

function for
later processors

 Incorrect MSB

function for
later processors

 No temperature
information

 Incorrect

 Fans on

without
temouratur
e

temperature
information

 None

1

5

 Wire Short
 Wire

 Power Waste
 System may

 None

1

3

 None

2

7

 Fan Failure
 Short

 Damage to MP
 System will not

 None

1

8

Disconnect

Temperature
Control
Software

 Incorrect

overheat

Not overheat

Overheat

Monitor temp
information over TSB

Misinterpret
temperature
data

 Program Error
 Incorrect fan
 Incorrect Comm mode

 None

1

5

Turn fans on
incorrectly

 Program Error
 Configuration

 Power Waste

 None

2`

3

 Program Error
 Configuration

 Panels overheat  None

2

5

 Program Error

 No status

1

3

Control fans to
optimize
temperature

work

Configuration

Error

Turn fans off
incorrectly

Error

Report temperature

Not report

 None
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staus over MSB

status
Report incorrect
status

information

 Incorrect status

1

3

to data
 Incorrect Comm  Damage
sent by another
 None
Configuration

2

4

 Wire

2

3

2

3

 None

1

4

 None

1

7

 Less Power

 None

4

5

 No Power

 None

2

7

 Damage to cell
 Loss of light
 Over-

 Less Power

 None

3

6

Not exceeded
allowable voltage

Exceed
allowable
voltage

 Wire cross-

 Violates

 None

1

8

Not draw power

Short

 Damage to

 Pull down

 Fuse

3

7

 None

2

6

Report status at
incorrect time

 Program Error

information

 None

processor

Open

Disconnect

Short
Temperature
Serial Bus
(TSB)

Carry temperature
information
Noise

 Wiring
 Too near other
signal/power
source

 Damage to

 No temperature  None
information
 No temperature  None
information

 Incorrect

temperature
information

wiring

Not interfere with
other systems

Noise

signal lines

Under-Current

Produce Electrical
Power
Secondary
solar panels

 To near other

Loss of current

 Loss of light
 Damage to cell
 Damage to cell
 Damage to

 Incorrect

information on
another system

wiring

Under-Voltage

Temperature

connect

wiring

Under Voltage

constraints

entire system

 Loss of logic
 Outside Scope

circuits

 Processor

slowdown

Over Voltage
Supply 12V Logic
power
Power Supply

Under Current

AC Noise

Open
Short
Supply 12V Motor
Power

Under Voltage

 Outside Scope

 Damage to logic  Power

1

7

 Outside Scope

 Loss of logic

 None

2

6

 Power

1

7

 Outside Scope

 Incorrect data
 Loss of logic

 None

3

6

 Outside Scope

 Loss of logic

 None

2

6

 Outside Scope

 Slowdown
 Damage to

 None

2

5

 Outside Scope

circuits
circuits

 Damage to logic
circuits

circuits
circuits

Protection

Protection

motors
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Over Voltage

 Outside Scope

 Overspeed
 Damage to

 Fuses

1

6

 Slowdown
 Damage to

 None

2

6

 None

1

6

motors

Under Current

 Outside Scope

motors

AC Noise

 Incorrect
 Outside Scope

function

 Damage to
motors

Open

 Outside Scope

 No tracking

 None

3

6
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18 Appendix E
Gantt Chart:
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